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The research involves developing a theory of real-time process types for the static validation of signal processing and control applications. It will combine the standard methods of 
type checking, model-checking and timing analysis within one coherent analysis framework. The type-theory and its semantics will be based on a novel notion of clocked transition 
systems. Using semantic abstractions, several specialised type-checking algorithms for this type system will be developed corresponding to traditional type checking, model 
checking, and timing analysis. Semantic coherence will be ensured by systematically maintaining and solving abstraction constraints. The semantic foundation of clocked 
transition systems and the concept of abstraction and constraints in type theory builds on substantial recent research carried out by the investigator. The algorithms will be 
integrated into an existing programming tool, provided by the collaborators, and a case study to demonstrate the usefulness and efficiency of the algorithms will be undertaken. 
We expect that by extending the conventional type-checking paradigm as proposed the project will open up and explore a new route for transferring formal methods technology 
into software industry. The methods will support practical programming tools in the targeted domain to meet the high demands on correctness, real-time performance, and 
numeric precision.
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Further Information:

The research involves developing a theory of real-time process types for the static validation of signal processing and control applications. It will combine the standard methods of
type checking, model-checking and timing analysis within one coherent analysis framework. The type-theory and its semantics will be based on a novel notion of clocked transition
systems. Using semantic abstractions, several specialised type-checking algorithms for this type system will be developed corresponding to traditional type checking, model
checking, and timing analysis. Semantic coherence will be ensured by systematically maintaining and solving abstraction constraints. The semantic foundation of clocked
transition systems and the concept of abstraction and constraints in type theory builds on substantial recent research carried out by the investigator. The algorithms will be
integrated into an existing programming tool, provided by the collaborators, and a case study to demonstrate the usefulness and efficiency of the algorithms will be undertaken.
We expect that by extending the conventional type-checking paradigm as proposed the project will open up and explore a new route for transferring formal methods technology
into software industry. The methods will support practical programming tools in the targeted domain to meet the high demands on correctness, real-time performance, and
numeric precision.
New abstract:
Design tools for digital-signal-processing-and-control (DSPC), such as Iconnect, facilitate the assembly of complex systems in a hierarchical and modular fashion by connecting
predefined components in signal-flow graphs and by encapsulating sub-graphs as new components. Run-time environments then dynamically schedule components for execution
on some embedded processor, typically in a synchronous cycle-based fashion supporting run-to-completion and isochronic broadcast, and check for data jams that occur when
one component produces output faster than can be consumed by another.
This project develops a compositional model of coordination for such synchronous component -based design tools. The coordination model is based on previous work by the PIs
on the temporal process algebra CSA, which enables the decomosition of hte monlithic scheduler of DSPC tolls in to a coherent system of behavioural, or reactive, types. This is
achieved within the mroe general context of globally-synchronous adn locally asynchronous (GLSA) languages, of which esterel adn statecharts are prominent representatices, by
addressing their notorious problems of compositionality and full-abstraction; solving these is a prerequisite for developing any constructive semantic theory for component-based
DSPC tools. Within the CSA-based coordination model it is shown how CSA's theory of temporal observation equivalence can be employed to facilitate th compositional static
analysis of data jams as well as other schedulting problems. The utility of the projects theoretical results is highlighted by a prototypical implementation of the developed reactive-
types technology in a new tool for the component based design of DSPC applications.
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